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UPDATE 

  A project of the ‘Philippine Railway Historical Society’ to compile all known information about, initially, the Ma-

nila Railroad Company, Philippine National Railway and Panay Railways, during the diesel era. 

The project is being spearheaded by Brad Peadon (Editor/Researcher/Compiler), along with Arvin Danganan and Rob-

erto Cordoba who are interested researchers based in Manila. 

  We also proceed with the official support of the Manila based ‘Philippine Railways Railfan Group’(Manila) and 

hope to gain helpful official support and help from other societies in the Philippines and elsewhere. 

 

News: 

 

  The last month has seen us both researching and promoting this massive project. 

  We wish to let everyone know what we are trying to achieve with recording Philippine post-dieselization rollingstock, 

as well as try to promote help along the way—especially with the many knowledge gaps that do exist. 

  As predicted, the compiling of already published information in the one place has already helped to answer some very 

important historical questions about Philippine rollingstock. Hopefully this trend will continue as we learn more and 

enlist more help. 

  The promoting of the historic project has seen us notifying numerous societies and publications, while we have also 

made the ‘Philippine National Railways’ aware. We plan to keep all updated as we go along. 

  I am happy to say that we have our first official supporter of the project in the ‘Philippine Railway Railfan Society’, 

the president of which has been incredibly helpful in our endeavours. Thanks Brian. 

  For now, we continue to trawl through known information and bounce findings amongst out five main researchers and 

see what we can come up with. Questions will continue to be added to the listing below (help always required) alt-

hough we live in the real world enough to know that we can’t answer all. 

 

Questions: 

 

  Obviously as this is an endlessly ongoing project, the questions will be many and varied. 

  Below will be a listing of those still awaiting some sort of answer. If you can help, please let us know. 

 

NIKKO  Where did this name originate from. (May have since discovered) 

7A-2009   Former Japanese Number 

7A-2021 Former Japanese Number 

7A-2024 Former Japanese Number 

7A-2028  Former Japanese Number 

CAR class - former PNR and JR Numbers. 

NR class - former JR numbers 

Name of Japanese builder of the JR 12 and 14 class carriages. 

When were the pitched roofs on the CMC/CTC introduced? Was it during the Prado or Dado era? Was it a Prado idea 

carried over to the next era. (Mr Dado has been asked) 

 

Requests: 

 

Photo of any of the 7A/NR class being delivered to Manila. 

Photo of one carriage in Japan that actually ended up in Manila. 

Coloured shot  of GE centre cabs in the Philippines. 

Photographs of 3000 class cab and either end of a 4000. 

 

Thank you: 
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Apart from our project researchers, thanks this update go to: 

Graham Corry, Bong Gonzaga, Daniel Osbourne, Ray Pagnowen, Eng Ramirez, Dan Robirds. 

Philippine Railway Historical Society (various forum members) 

Philippine Railways Railfan Group 

 

Can you help? 
 

  Obviously this is a huge project, a mammoth task for a few people from the ‘Philippine Railway Historical Society’ to 

achieve. While we continue to enthusiastically research Philippine history for the project and for the future, we could al-

ways use your help. 

  Sightings are the most obvious need, along with photos (especially from dieselization to the 1990s), along with official 

documents, records and on the job information. You will be surprised how the littlest bit of information has lead us to some 

important discoveries of late. 

 

  The Philippine Railway Historical Society can be contacted at PRHS.Society@gmail.com 

 

Or 

 

Join our free society on the internet at  -  http://groups.yahoo.com/group/PhilippineRailways 

Keep up to date with our database project at  -  http://prhsociety.wordpress.com/ 
 

 

Maraming Salamat Po 
 

 

 

 


